**Christchurch**
Spend a day or two finding your feet at upbeat bars and restaurants.

![20 mins to Lyttelton](image)
Lyttelton
Christchurch’s harbour town is a soulful little enclave.

![20 mins to Christchurch](image)

![1 hr to Queenstown](image)
Queenstown
Bungy? Jetboat? Skydive? As if there wasn’t enough fun to be had skiing...

![25 mins to Gibbston Valley](image)
Gibbston Valley
Break from the snow to tour this nearby wine region.

![4½ hrs to Westland Tai Poutini National Park](image)
Westland Tai Poutini National Park
Gargantuan Franz Josef Glacier and Fox Glacier are ice-age time-travellers. Take a helihike to assess their mass.